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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Multivariate sample surveys" is 
submitted to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh for the partial 
fulfilment of the degree of M.Phil. In this dissertation an attempt 
has been made to formulate the problem arising in multivariate sur-
veys, and to solve them by using the techniques of non-linear program-
ming or otherwise. This manuscript consists of five Chapters. 
Chapter I deals with advantages of sampling over census. 
Different methods of optimization along with their solution procedures 
are discussed. Programming with multiple objective and goal program-
ming are also presented in this introductory chapter. 
Chapter II deals with the use of multiauxiliary information in 
stratifying the population when auxiliary information is available in 
the form of a Joint distribution of stratification variable with main 
variables. The use of multiauxiliary in€ormation in allocating the 
sample size into various strata is also discussed in the same chapter. 
Chapter III is devoted to the use of multivariate auxiliary 
information through construction of Multivariate ratio and regression 
estimates. 
Chapter IV deals with the use of multiauxiliaryinformation in 
double sampling. A comparison between Multivariate ratio and regre-
ssion estimates in ddvbl'6 sampling is also discussed. 
The problem of optimum allocation in sampling with many estimate 
variables has been formulate in Chapter V. A heuristic procedure for 
its solution is also discussed. 
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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 .1 Advantages of Sampling over complete enumeration 
In the broadest sense the purpose of Sample Survey is 
the collection of information to satisfy a definite need. 
The need to collect data arises in every conceivable sphere 
of humain activity. 
Compleig. enumeration and Sample Surveys presuppose the 
existence of a certain minimum of facilities such as funds, 
professional personnel for planning the Survey methadology 
and supervision of field operations, sufficiently qualified 
enumerators or investigators, sampling frame such as list of 
units and maps of area units, machine tabulation equipments, 
transport and communication facilities etc. These facilities 
or combinations there of do not always exist to the extent 
needed for a complete enumeration Survey and hence in such 
cases it is impossible to have a complete enumeration. 
Further a Sample Survey will usually be less costly than 
complete census because the expense of covering all units 
would be greater than that of covering only a Sample fraction, 
Also, it will take less time to collect and process data from 
sample than from census. The results from a carefully planned 
( 2 ) 
and well executed Sample Survey are expected to be more 
accurate then those of complete enumeration. A complete 
census ordinarily requires a huge and unwidely organization 
and therefore many types of errors creep in, which cannot 
be controlled adequately. In Sample Survey the volume of 
work is reduced considerably and it becomes possible to 
employ persons of higher caliber, train them suitably and 
superv'tie their work adequately. It may be mentioned that 
substantial saving in cost of data collection and compilation 
can be achieved through the use of Sample Surveys. 
A small Survey may also become a necessity in dealinj 
with characteristics where serious biases or non-sampling 
errors are expected when special precautionary measures 
cannot be taken during collection and tabulation of data-
A convenient method of reducing costs and complica-
tions might be a combination of the complete enumeration 
Survey and a Sample Survey where the former is used to 
get information on a few items of basic importance and 
the latter on all other relevant items required for the 
( 3 ) 
purposes in view 
To s u fii up , t he S a ni pie Survey i s I e e s t i me con sum in g , 
costs less, has grer-ater operational flexibility and greater 
scope in subject coverage as compared to a complete enumera-
tion Survey. As regard error, sampling error is present in 
the results due to the fact that only a part of the whole 
is surveyed. The non sampling error here is likely to be 
smaller than in a complete enumeration survey. 
1 .2 Use of Multi-auxiliary information in Sample Surveys. 
In the theory of Sampling the precision of the estimates 
is increased by the use of some auxiliary variables correlated 
with the estimation variables. This auxiliary information 
may be used in several ways. On the basis of such information 
one may assign the probabilities to various units for being 
included into the samples. 
When only one auxiliary variable is available this 
purpose is better achieved through stratification of the 
population under study. The population is stratified by 
the help of this auxiliary variate. Firstly one determines 
( 4 ) 
the stratum boundaries. Dalenius (1957) worked out the 
boundaries by using the estimation variable in place of 
auxiliary variable. Block (1958) utilized the auxiliary 
information for constructing the stratum boundaries when 
one character is the subject of the Survey. This problem 
h3S been discussed in Chapter 2. 
The auxiliary information is also used in allocatinj 
the sample size to various strata in stratified samplin 
Neyman gave the formulae for optimum allocation when the 
auxiliary information on the estimation variable is avai-
lable from a past experiences 6r from pilot survey. The 
use of multi-auxiliary information in allocating the sample 
size to varioas strata is discussed in Chapter-2. 
The auxiliary information may also be utilised • through 
constructingjthe Ratio and Regression estimates in which 
one eliminates the effects of the variation in the size 
of the sampling units from the standard error of the esti-
mated character. In chapter-3 we discuss the use of multi-
auxiliary information in constructing the Ratio and Regression 
estimates. 
( 5 ) 
Des Raj (1965) has used multivariate auxiliary infor-
mation in constructing other estimators. The results have 
been extended to double sampling and sampling on two 
occasions. Khan & Tripathi (1967) discussed the multivariate 
ratio and regression estimators in double sampling. The 
use of multiauxiliairy information in double sampling have 
been discused in Chapter-4. 
1 ,4 Sampling with many estimation variables 
In certain Surveys there are several estimation varia-
ble^. The use of the auxiliary information in sample allo-
strata may 
cation to the various/increase the precision of estimates 
of some of the characters while those of the rest may dec-
rease beyond the tolerance limits. 
A similar situation arises when we use the auxiliary 
information on one character for determining the strata 
boundaries in the surveys for several characters. By fixing 
certain tolerance limits to the precisions of the less 
important characters we can maximize the precision for 
the most important character. The above problem turns out 
( 6 ) 
to be a non-linear programming problem. 
The solution procedures for the allocation problem and 
for fixing the strata boundaries in case of many estimation 
variables have been discussed in Chapter-5. 
1.U Methods of optimization. 
The problem of optimizing a smooth and well behaved 
function of several variables can be solved by using tech-
niques of differential calculus. Many optimization problems 
whose solutions are unattainable by classical methods of 
calculus are attacked by the methods of Mathematical pro-
gramming. A mathematical programming problem is concerned 
with the.determination of a minimum or a maximum of a function 
of several variables which are required to satisfy a number 
of constraints. Such situations arise in diverse fields 
including Engg., Operations Research, Management Science 
etc . 
The mathematical representation of general programming 
problem is given as 
( 7 ) 
Min. or Max. Z = f (x) ...(1.1) 
Subject to gjCil) | l . =. >.|b^, i = l,2,...,m 
... (1.2) 
X > O . . . (1.3) 
where x^  is a vector of n components x,,...,x 
The function (1.1) is called objective function. The 
conditions in (1.2) are called constraints and the restric-
tions in (1.3) are called the non-negativity restrictions. 
The non-negativity restrictions may also be considered to 
be included in the constraints (1.2). The simplest form of 
the programming problem is a problem in which the functions 
f and g., i = 1,2,..., m ore all linear. Such problem, is 
termed as Linear Programming Problem (LPP). 
The other important classes of mathematical progra-
mming are : Quadratic programming, Integer programming, 
Geometric programming. Stochastic programming and soforth 
Quadratic programming.a A non-linear programming problem 
having linear constraints and an objective function which 
is the sum of a linear and a quadratic form is known as 
( 8 ) 
a Quadratic programming problem. The QP problems are compu-
tationally the least difficult to handle. For this reaAon, 
quadratic functions and programs are as widely used as the 
linear functions and programs in modelling the optimization 
problems . 
Mathematical model of a QPP in vector notations can 
be given as : 
Max f(x) = c' X + x' Dx 
Such that Ax 
X > o 
Integer programming : In Integer programming problems some 
or all variables are constrained to assume non-negative 
values. This type of problem is of particular importance 
in business and industry where, quite often discrete nature 
of variables is involved in many decision making situations-
Ma thematically we can write 
( 9 ) 
Max. Z = c_ 21 + A X 
Such that A£ + D x l b^  
x^ 2.° ^ Integer 
X — ° 
These type of problems are known as Mixed Integer Progra-
mming problems (MIPP). If X = £• ^^ is said to be a pure 
integer programming problem (PIPP). If ^ '^ 2. ' T^^^ problem 
is said to be a Linear programming problem (LPP). If, further 
the variables x and y are restricted to take only values zero 
or one, then the above -^problem is termed as a zero one 
Integer programming problem. 
Geometric programming : In GP the functions involved are 
posynomials. GP derives its names from its relationshipjwith 
certain geometric concepts. It provides a systematic methods 
for formulating and solving the class of optimization problems 
that tend to appear mainly in Engineering design. This 
optimization procedures was largely developed by C.Zener, 
R.J.Duffin and E.L.Paterson in the early 1960s. 
( 10 ) 
In an Engineering design the total cost G is a sur 
of component costs u . Thus, 
8 
G = u , + u „ + . . . + u . 1 2 n 
Generally, the component costs are expressed as 
U,(x) = c, X, J^ x„ 2J... X "'J 
J J 1 2 m 
where C.7O x^ ( i = I,..., m) > o and a . . ( i = l , 2 , . . . , m ; 
j = 1,2,... ,n) are unrestriceA in sign. 
The functions G is usually referred as posynomial. 
Stochastic programming : In many cases of practical impor-
tance, it turns out that some of the parameters appearing 
in the problem must be treated as random variables rather 
than as deterministic ones. We shall refer to the progra-
mm ing problems in which some of the parameters are randor 
variables as Stochastic programming problems. 
1.5 Solution Procedures 
The usual method for solving a programming problem is 
to obtain a starting solution which satisfies the constraints 
( 11 ) 
and restrictions. Such a solution is called feasible solution 
A feasible solution which optimizes the objective function 
is known as an optimal solution. Before starting any itera-
tion on|S must check a carefully designed optimality criterian 
to ascertain that the present solution is optimal or not. No 
single method is available which is universally applicable 
to every type of programming problem. However special algo-
rithms are available for almost all classes of programming 
problems. 
Some of them are mentioned in the following : 
Simplex method was devised by G.B.Dantzig to solve/linear 
programming in 1947. The method also indicates whether or not 
the program is feasible. If the program is feasible,it either 
finds an optimal solution or indicates that an unbound edl solution 
exists 
Various methods for solving Quadratic programming problems 
are : Wolfe (1959), Beale (1959) and Houthakkar (1960).Rosen 
(1960,1961) gave his gradient projection method for solving 
a convex linear programming problem 
(12) 
In Geometric programming the functions involved are 
posynomials. It provides asystematic methods for formulating 
and solving the class of optimization problems that mainly 
appear in engineering designs. This procedure was largely 
developed by C, Zener, R.J.Duffion and E.L.Pattersan in the 
early 1960s. 
In Stochasic linear programming problem some of the 
r 
parameters are random. Stochastic linear programming problems 
are generally attacked by the two methods namely : 
1) Two stage programming technique and 
2) Chance constrained programming technique 
Two stage programming technique is one which converts 
a Stochastic L.P. problem into an equivalent deterministic 
problem and the technique was suggested by G. B. Dantzig. 
A stochastic linear programming problem can be stated 
as follows 
Min f(x) = c'^ x = ^ 
j = l 
C . X . 
J J 
S.t. A'^X = ^ a. . X . > b^ , i = l , . . ,m 
.(1.4) 
.(1.5) 
( 13 ) 
For simplicity, we assume that only the elements b. aye 
probabilistic. This means that the variable b. is not 
^ 1 
precisely known, but its probability distribution function, 
with a finite mean b. is known to us. In this case, it is 
T impossible to find a vector X in such a way that A. X 
will be greater than or equal to b.( i=l,...,m) for whatever 
T 
value b. takes. In fact, the difference between A.X and b. 
1 1 1 
will itself be a random variable, whose probability distri-
bution function depends on the value of X chosen. The two 
r 
stage problem is interpreted as follows : 
FIRST STAGE : First estimate or guess the vector b, and find 
the vector X by solving the problem stated in equations 
(1 .4) to (1.6). 
SECOND STAGE : Then observe the value of b, and hence its 
discrepancy f^ 'O'" the previous guess vector, and find the vector 
Y = Y(b,X) by solving the second stage problem. 
The chance constrained programming technique is one 
which can be used to solve problems involving chance cons-
traints, that is constraints having finite probability of 
( u ) 
being violated. This chance constrained programming permits 
the constraints to be violated by a specified(small) amount, 
whereas the two stage programming does not permit any cons-
traint to be violated. The chance fconstrained programming 
technique was originally developed by Charnes and Cooper. 
For chance constrained programming , the problem is 
stated as follows: 
Min f(x) 
re 
j = l 
C . X . 
J J 
(1.7) 
S.t. P 2l a . . X . < b 
i=l J^ J - i j - Pi ,i = l , . . ,1 
...(1.8) 
and X 
J 
2_ o, j = l,2,...,n (1.9) 
where c., a.. and b. are random variables and P. are 
specified probabilities. Equation (1.8) indicates that the 
ith constraint, 
j= 1 
a . . X . < b . , 
ij J - 1 
has to be satisfied with a probability of at least p. , 
( 15 ) 
where o < p. < 1 
1.5 Programming with multiple objective : 
The fact that real life problems occurs with conflicting 
objectives rather than with a single one has been recognized 
by the early practitioners of mathematical programming. For 
example Reinfeld and Vogel (1958) provides a vivid descrip-
tion of the conflicting objective that arise in a manufac-
turing plant. For the solution of seme of these problems they 
used single objective linear programming in a model that is 
known as 'Goal programming'. Still the development of special 
techniques to assist management in their quest to deal 
effectively with multiple objectives came some what later 
than the importance of the problem would suggest. 
A multiple objective linear programming model with n 
decision variables, m constraints and p objective functions 
can be stated as follows : 
Max Z = [ z , , z „ , . . , z ] 
with 
^1 ^ ^1^—) 
z = z (x) , 
P P -
( 16 ) 
Subject to g.(x) _< b., i= 1,2,...,m 
and X . 2 0, j = 1,2,...,n 
where z (x.) and g.(x.) are linear functions of the 
decision variables x., and b.(b. 2. o) ^^^ constant values 
The ideal solution for a multiple objective linear 
programming problem would be to find that feasible set of 
decision variables x.(j = 1,2,...,m) which would maximize 
the individual objective functions of the problem simulta-
neously. However with conflicting objectives in the models, 
a feasible solution that optimizes one objective function 
may not optimize any of the others. This means that what is 
optimal in terms of one of the p objectives is generally, 
not optimal for the other p-1 objectives. 
Solution procedures : 
Let p objective functions be arranged in decreasing 
order of priority. The exact implication of the ordering 
chosen will become clear below. For kth priority objective 
we write c . x . and c, for its goal xj J ko 
( 17 ) 
To start, we consider the first (highest priority) 
objective and try to find a feasible solution (x,,..,x ), 
satisfying ^ c.x. < c, and, if our search is succss-
^ y J J - lo 
full, we impose this inequality as an extra constraint and 
then turn to the second objective. If no such solution can 
be found, we impose the constraint that the first objective 
function should not drop below its optimal value beforelturning 
to the second objective. If ( x^,..., x ) is optimal for the 
first objective function, this implies that, if ^ c , .x. < 
j J J 
Ci , then we impose the constraint lo ^ 
•^ c • . X . > c ;. x . 
Both cases can be covered by imposing the additional constraint 
j = l 
c .• . x . > m 
'•J J -
i" ^^10- ^ ^ t j ^ j } ' •••(1-10) 
and then turning to second objective. A similar procedure 
which can be adopted for second objective by imposing 
additonal constraint on the kth objective before proceeding 
to the (k+l)th is that 
^ c, . x .- c, „ 
s kj J ko 2^  m j 0 c, . X .- c, 1 kj J ko]- (1.11) 
( 18 ) 
In the above procedure we sequentially optimize the 
criteria, starting with the highest priority objective and 
imposing (1.11), which says that we do not permit any reduc-
tion in the kth criteria, when passing from the kth to 
(k+l)th criterion. More generally, we can use weighting 
factors and priorities. However, deviation variables always 
allow us to reformulate the problem in the form outlined 
above, which refer to as a " Priority Goal Programming 
Problem ( P G P ) . 
Goal Programming : The goal programming methodology was 
first proposed by Charnes and Cooper (1961) for a distinc-
tive mathematical programming formulation of the problem 
of coming ' as close as possible' to a set of simultaneously 
unattjable goals. Goal programming has received much attention 
in recent years as a powerful technique for analysing multi-
ple objective decision making problems. This is first multiple 
objective technique that has found a relatively wide acceptance 
for application in the context of both industrial and public 
decision making problems. The linear goal programming problem 
that seeks the attainment of more than one goal, each 
( 19 ) 
expressed in the form of a goal constraint and combined 
under one single objective function that attempts to 
minimize deviation from the established goals. 
Ordinary linear programming seeks an optimal outcome 
for single objective, such as max. profit or min.cost. Goal 
programming on other hand attempts to achieve a satisfactory 
level in the attainment of multiple, often conflicting, 
objectives. Thus goal programming, like other multiple 
objective techniques, is a means not for optimizing but for 
satisfying. 
The use of goal programming for the solution of multiple 
criteria problem is discussed by Dyer (1972). An extension 
o-^  -thi/) use was presented in the form of an algorithm 
which requires interaction with the relevant decision maker 
in order to obtain certain information regarding his utility 
function defined over the permissible values of the criteria. 
The algorithm that was discused by Deyer (1972) provides a 
bridge between goal progamming and recently suggest interac-
tive strategies for the optimization of the multiple criteria 
problem. 
( 20 ) 
Another efficient algorithm for solving linear goal 
programming problem using partitioning and eliminnation 
procedure has been presented by Arthur & Ravindran (1978). 
The algorithm takes advantage of the defination of ordinal 
preemptive factors in the objective interest in most goal 
programming formulations. Preliminary results indicate that 
the partitioning algorithm ia Superior to the existing 
methods for solving goal programming problems. 
Charnes, Cooper and Sueyoshi (1988) have applied the 
goal programming approach to the Bell System Breakup. 
Formulations of goal programming problem 
Let us assume that in a particular production system 
the variable cost associated with certain productive acti-
vities X. (j=l,...,n) is given by linear function of x , 
C(x-|, x^,...,x ) and sales revenue expected from these 
activities is given by another function of x, ^(x, ,x^, . . . , x ) 
The management of the system wishes to attain at a pre-
determined total cost C and sales revenue S while the 
( 21 ) 
value of C and S establish two distinctly quantified 
goals for management. In order to formulate these constraint/6 
mathematically we have 
d, = The amount by which total cost might rise above 
the value of C where d 2. ° • 
1 
The amount by which total cost might fall below the 
value of C where d 2. ° • 
1 
The amount by which total revenue might exceed the 
value of S where d^ 2. °' 
d„ = The amount by which total revenue might fall below 
the value of S where d^ 2. °* 
The constraint imposed by — total cost goal can be formu-
lated as 
+ - •* 
e (x^, X2,...,x^) -d^ "*• ^ 2 " ^ 
Similarly revenue goal constraint can be stated as 
+ - * S (x^ ,X2 , . . ,x^) -d^ + d^ = S 
( 22 ) 
The management would like to see that deviations 
(d, or d, ) and (d2 or d^) from the cost and revenu( 
goals C and S respectively and minimized. Thus the 
objective of the management can be formulated as 
Min.Z = d| + d^  + d2 + d^ 
clearly this objective function assumes that the achievement 
of cost and revenue goals has the same level of managerial 
priority for each goals set by management are generally 
incompatible and hence each goal is achieved at the expense 
of theothers. Thus management has to ranks the by assigning 
a preemptive priority factor P, . The management prefers the 
attainment of the cost goal over attainment of sales revenue 
goal 
Let 
?l = limit the cost of operation at the level of C 
P2 = Achieve the sales revenue at the level of S 
Thus revise objective function is as 
Min.ZsP^dt + P^d, + ^2^^ + ^2^2 
( 23 ) 
The goal programming solution will attempt to achieve the 
first goal (P,) to fullest extent possible before it gives 
consideration to the second goal (P2)' 
Now the goal programming model is as follows : 
Min. Z = 
k=l i=l 
P, (d- + d2 ) 
Subject to 
j = l 
a.. X.+ d. - d. = b.,i = l,..,m 
ij J 1 1 i' 
X., dj , dj, >^  o (i = l,...,m) 
(j=l,...,n) 
CHAPTER-II 
USE OF MULTI-AUXILIARY INFORMATION 
IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
( 24 ) 
2 . ] Introduction 
The auxiliary ^.information may be utilised in construc-
ting the strata boundaries. The case of one auxiliary variable 
has been discussed by Dalenius. Indeed, Dalenius (1957) 
construct the strata boundaries by considering the esti-
mation variable in place of auxiliary variate. The case of 
several auxiliary variables has been discussed in section 2.2. 
The auxiliary information may also be utilised in allocating 
the sample number into various strata. 
With a single auxiliary character and for a given sampling 
procedure the problem of optimum allocation is well defined, it 
is that which minimizes the cost of the survey for a desired 
precision or the variance of the sample estimate for given 
budget of survey, Cochran (1983). But such a simple procedure 
is not available when several auxiliary characters are under 
study. We discuss in sections 2.3 to 2.5, the works of allo-
cating the sample size into various strta. When several 
auxiliary characters are under study. 
( 25 ) 
2.2 Optimum stratification points 
The problem of cutting the strata in multivariate 
surveys is that of choosing the strata boundaries so tht 
the stratified sample thus choosen gives the maximum precision 
for the desired estimates. In practice this is done by 
choosing the boundaries for an auxiliary variable which is 
closely related with the estimation variable. The strata 
boundaries obtained by the help of the given auxiliary 
variable may produce better results for some of the estimation 
variables while worst for the others. In such cases a 
strategy would be to put some lower limits upon the preci-
sions of less important variables and maximize the precision 
for the most important one. 
The case of two strata and where the estimation variable 
itself is considered as the auxiliary variable was discussed 
by Dalenius (1957). Later Block (1958) considered the situation 
where the estimation variable and the auxiliary variable 
have a joint lognormal distribution. In the following we 
consider the situation discussed by Ahsan, Khan & Arshad (1983) 
( 26 ) 
involving several estimation variables each having a joint 
lognormal distribution with the estimation variable and 
formulate the problem as a non-linear programming. 
Suppose that we h^^^ P+1 estimation variables 
y,, y«,...,yp , and one auxiliary variable x, known as 
stratification variable. To divide the whole population 
(infinite) into n strata so that the stratified sample thus 
obtained gives the required optimum results. They assume 
that each y-• (j = l, 2,..., P+1) has, with x, a two dimen-
sional lognormal distribution with probability density 
function f (x, y.) gives as 
f c x . y j ) - exp 
S S . 2 (1-r^ S S .) J X y 1 
2(l-r^ ) 
1 
log X- hx „ 
4 - 2r . ( 
log Y .-hY . log x-hx J I J 
) ( — ) 
S„_. 
log y- h, ^ 
S 
yJ 2; 
y J 
(2.1) 
where hx = E(log x) 
( 27 ) 
yj 
Sx 
E(log Y^ .) 
Variance of log x 
= Variance of log Y. 
yj ^ J 
and coefficient of correlation 
between log x and log 
y j 
It is known that the variance V(x, yj) of the mean in a 
sample of size m taken according to Neyman allocation from 
a stratified population is given as 
' < - • » ' 
1 n 2 
--( ^ P S ) , 
• 1 y- • y- • 
m 1 = 1 •'ij ^ij 
.(2.2) 
where x is the vector of population partition with components 
X , X,,...,X such that 
a = X < X, < x„ < ... < X = b ...(2.3) 
o — 1 — 2 — — n 
where a and b are known constants, S is the variance 
of the jth estimation variable in the ith stratum and 
X . tro 
y i j J 1 f (x, y .) d . dx 
'i-1 
( 28 ) 
Without loss of generality assume that the (P+l)th esti-
mation variable is the most important one. The problem 
consists in finding a cut x = (x , x,,...,x^) which miimizes 
the variance V(x, yp,i) of (P+l)th estimation variable , 
under the constraints 
i ( 
i = l 
Py.. S„..) < b., j = l,2,...,P ..(2.4) 
and the restriction (2.3), where b. is specified upper limit 
upon the variance of Y., j = 1,2,...,P. Minimization of 
1 *^  
V(X,yp^p P„ . 
m i = l y j ( j + i ) " y i ( p + i ) 
is equivalent to minimizing 
_Z- Pyi(p+i) Sy^(p^^) ..(2.5) 
(Since P's and S's are positive) 
Block (1958) gave an equivalent expression for 
i = l 
Pv . .Sy . . 
as 
( 29 ) 
(^Nj^ ^ yj^ 
^ •< e J g(u)du 
i=l ^ a. , 
^i-1 
q.-2r .S . 
1 J yj i g(u)du- ( 
q.-r .S . 
1 J yj 2 , 1/2 
rj yj 
f g(u)du) 
. .V .S . 
1-1 J yj 
T(x,s;.), Say, 
...(2,6) 
where g(u) is the standard normal density, and 
(log X.- h^) 
^i = , i = o , 1 , • • • '^- . . .(2.7) 
Thus finally we are concerned with the minimization of 
T(x, ^p,1) subject to the coinstraint (2.4) and the 
restriction (2,3). A similar function can be obtained when 
X and Yj have some other form of the joint distribution. 
It was found that the functions in above problems are 
so involved that it is hard even to test them for convexity 
and much effort is required in obtaining an absolute minimum 
by using the existing non-linear programming techniques. 
( 30 ) 
A quadratic function is easily tested for convexity. 
Further the problem of minimizing a convex quadratic func-
tion with linear constraints are easily solved by existing 
convergent methods for quadratic programming (Kunzi and 
Krelle (1962)). Also convergent algorithms are available for 
minimizing concave functions with linear constraints ( Tui 
(1964)), Zwart (1974)). 
A computational procedure for solving a non-linear 
pro-gramming problem by approximating its objective function 
is described below. The procedure used it that of 'Convex 
Chebyshev Approximation'. (Zukhovisky (1966)), which works 
well if the function to be approximated is smooth. If the 
approximated quadratic function turns out to be convex and 
the constraints of the problem are linear functions, then 
we can approximate the solution to the non-linear progrmming 
problem by solving a quadratic progamme. The computational 
experience suggests that a suitable choice of the starting 
point in the procedure may produce the desired convexity 
(or concavity) properties in the approximated quadratic 
function. Further, if the constraints of the problem are 
( 31 ) 
also non-linear, then they can be linearised by using the 
method devised by Miller (1963). 
Consider P convex smooth functions for convex Chebyshev 
approx imation 
f,. (x) = ^4(^1 ' • • • ''^ n) ' t = l,..,,P . . .(2.8) 
defined on a convex region R. The convex Chebyshev approxi-
mation problem for the functions in (2.8) consists in findin; 
a point X €i R for which 
max f^(x ) = min max f (x) 
t '^  x6R t 
...(2.9) 
Since the functioin max f.(x) is convex in x the convex 
Chebyshev approximation problem is also a convex programming 
problem. 
Using (2.6) we can express (2.5) as 
^(^'^p+D = ^ 
(2h +s^ ) 
y y 
i = l 
j g(u)du 
^i-1 
q.-2rs q.-rs 
X (^  ^ g(u)du - ( C ^ 
a . 12r s 
^1-1 y q . , s 
^1-1 y 
,(u)du) 1/2 = <^ (q),say 
...(2.10) 
( 32 ) 
where the index j =p + 1 is dropped for simplicity 
To approximate the non-linear function given in (2.10) 
by a quadratic function, we have 
1 ± a - i q. q. = £ 
1 = 0 
2 a . q^  q = ^ ^^ p^ 
j=o -^ -^  k = l ~ 
(q) , say ,..(2.11) 
Since the components of q as defined in {2.1) and the 
limits of integrals of standard normal density it may be 
assumed that, 
1 ^i 1 ^ (i = o, 1 , ... ,n) 
The convex Chebyshev approximxation of the function ^^^(q) by 
the quadratic function 2L 7"^  c<k 0k ( q ) c o n s i s t s i n f i n d i n g 
?« * 
°C = { c^Y' o<^2' • ' ' ' "^N ^ s u c h t h a t 
max 
, ( " 6 Q k=I 
K : ^ . ( ' ' " > - ^ < ' * ' ' > 
= min max 
<<k q ^ ' ^ ^ Q 
f^-^  Kk j&k (q^^^) - (q^'^h 
( 2 . 1 2 ) 
( 33 ) 
it is easily seen that the function 
F(oi) = F(o(., o<,. ,o( ) = max 
" .,<'>€ Q 1 = 1 
/(q^^h .(2.13) 
IS convex 
If no restriction are imposed on cX. then problem in (2.12) 
can be solved by any unconstrained minimiza-tion technique. 
2.3 Optimum allocation with specified precision : 
Optimum allocation of the sample number when several 
character are under study can be stated as a problem of non-
linear programming whose solution can be attempted in various 
ways. Kokan (1963) formulated this problem as a non-linear 
programming and proposed a solution. In this section an 
analytical solution of the multivariate allocation problem 
presented by Kokan and Khan (1967) has been discussed. 
Let, on every unit of population of size N, P different 
characters be defined. Further, let the population be divided 
into L strata of sizes N,, N2,...,N, such that 
( 34 ) 
^ N = N 
h = l 
Using the result of stratifed sampling the variance of 
Y . , is jst 
V( Y. J jst^ 
i h^ < L W^ S^h . '- h 1 
h = l H--1 
Let C, be the cost of measuring one unit in the th 
stratum. 
The total cost of the survey is 
L 
C = C + ^ C^n, 
h-tl h h 
..(2.14) 
where C is overhead cost. 
Minimization of (2.14) is equivalent to the minimization 
h = l S% 
Let V. be required tolerance limit on the variance 
V(Y . ) = jst' 
2 2 
^ _h h 
h = l 
7 2 W^ S h 
L h 
h = l N, 
J < V . 
- J 
( 35 ) 
or 
h = l 
h ^h 
< Vj + 
h = l 
2 2 
w;^  s h . 
_h 1 
N. 
or 
h = l 
u2 c2 
1 bj, j = 1,2, 
L W,^  S^h . 
where b . = V . + 
J J h = l 
•^ is constant with respect 
to n, 
1 
Using the transformation, X, = and putting 
be written as 
2 2 W, S h. , the multivariate allocation problem can 
h J 
Minimize K(x) 
h = l ^h/^h 
(a) 
S.t av . X. < b . 
h = l J^ h - J 
(b) 
.(2.15) 
h > 1/N, (c) h = l ,2, . . . ,L 
^h ^ •" (d) 
J — i,/,..«,r 
The above problem (2.15) is a non-linear programming 
problem in which the objective function is convex and 
( 36 ) 
constraints of problem (2.15) are linear, the set of all 
feasible solution to this problem will be a convex set. 
From inequalities x, 2. ^^^h ^"^ ^h — "i . it is clear 
that the set is bounded. This proves the existence of solu-
tion 
The function (2.15(a)) is strictly convex because 
C, > o, h = 1,2,...,L. Thus the minimum will be attained 
at a unique point say, x_ . 
The strictly, convex objective ^{^) is to be mini-
mized over the convex set f. It can be easily seen that the 
minimum ott K(x) is attained only at some boundary point 
of convex set i.e. the solution to (2.15) will be on any 
one of the P+L hyperplanes: 
^Un ^h = ^ y J = 1 ,2, . . . ,P 
hfl ^^J ^ 
X^ = 1/Nj^ ,h = 1,2, .. . ,L, 
or any one of the intersections formed by them. To solve 
the problem (2.15), we have to draw (conceptually) the 
hypersurface y.(x_) - '^ for some known value of '^ and 
( 37 ) 
then shift it downward for gradually decreasing values of 
cK^  untill the objective hypersurface touches the boundary 
of the feasible set. The coordinates jc^  ' =(x, , x„ , , . , x. ) 
of this point of contact may then be calculated and the 
required allocations can be obtained by the use of the 
transformation n = 1/ X, , h = 1,2,...,L. 
The objective hypersurface is given by 
h = l Ch/ h = ^ 
(2.16) 
The equation of hyperplane is 
^ h^-i ^h ~ -^i = °' j = l ,2, . . . ,P 
h=l "J ^ 
(2.17) 
L 
multiplication by ~\ [ X. on both sides of (2.16) 
i=I 
yields 
F(x) = 
h = l 
L 
n "i 
i = l 
L?^ h 
- o{Y] X^  = o ...(2.18) 
i = l 
The equation of the hyperplane tangent to (2.18) at the 
point 
X — V i > * * * > T ' X S 
( 38 ) 
u = l 
(X - x' ) 
= o .(2.19) 
From (2.18) 
L 
h = l 
L 
T T X.-
L = l ^ 
L^h 
LA' u 
L 
^TT 
L=l 
L/u 
(2.20) 
Now from (2.19) can be written as 
L 
u = l 2 ) x ' 
L ^ F 
± X' — -
" = ^  ^X' 
or 
L 
h = l 
TT x: -
i = l i = l 
X. o<T7 x: 
^ L=l ^ 
-b . 
J 
j=l,2,...,L. ...(2.21) 
(2.21) is obtained by equating the coefficients of X. 
in (2.17) with that of X^ in (2.20) 
From (2.21) after simplification, we get 
v/C b . 
X' 
u 
.1-
a .o< 
9 li X y Z j « * « y L j < (2.22) 
( 39 ) 
(2.22) will also satisfy (2.16) therefore, we have 
<< = 
u = l 
( C u - u j / ^ • >• (2.23) 
Substituting the value of <>( from (2.23) in (2.22) we finally 
get the required point of contact as : 
X' 
u 
b. s/iC a . ) / -fa . ^ \/(C a .)?...(2.24 J ^ ' u uj' I uj jf-^  ^ ' u uj^j- ^ 
If X' , u = 1,...,L, obtained in (2.24) are feasible 
to the problem (2.24) , they will be optimum also. 
If some of the constraints in (2.15(b)) are not 
satisfied we choose the most violated constraint. The 
point of the contact of the objective hypersurface (2.16) 
with the intersection of the two constrained hyperplanes 
in equation can be calculated as follows: 
Let the two hyperplanes be 
h=l 
a, . X, = b . . . .(2.25) 
and '2. 3,. X, = b. 
h=i ^J2 ^ J; 
.. .(2.26) 
( AO ) 
intersections each other at same point y_" =('X•'^ j^'-l .••»x!' ) 
The family of hyperplanes passing through X_" is 
(a 
u = l uj 
b . -
J2 
(2.27) 
where /^ is an arbitrary constant whose value is fixed such 
that (2.16) touches (2.27). Comparing the coefficients of 
X" in (2.21) and (2.27), we have 
X" 
u 
JC (b . - b . )f/'K(a' . - a . ) 
u = l,2 , . . . , L (2.28) 
eliminating from (2.16) and (2.28), we get 
(b. U - >N,> /^u 
X" 
u 
^ ^Ji "J2 ufi"^ " "Ji "J; 
u = 1,2, . . . ,L ... (2.29) 
(2.29) also satisfies (2.25) and (2.26) which gives 
^ \/c,(a, . b. -a, . b. )//(a, . - Xa, . )= o, ...(2.30) 
( 41 ) 
/N can be eliminated from (2.29) & (2.30) and we get 
the required value (X'^ '. , x^ ' , . . . , XJ^  ) = X_" . Tf the 
solution lies on the intersection of r hyperplanes 
(r > 2) then, r - 1 constants, ^i.T^o'-'*'/^ _i • 
are to be eliminated in the same way. 
The variation to the above problem has been discussed 
by Ahsan (1975). He formulated and solved the allocation 
problem without using transformation X, = 1/ 
h 
2.5 Optimum allocation using prior information : 
The optimum allocation in multivariate stratified 
sampling using prior information about the population means 
within stratum can be obtained by assigning an L-variate 
normal prior distribution to the vector of within stratum 
population means, where L denotes number of strata. 
Ericson (1965) considered the case of univariate stra-
tified under the assumption that there is prior information 
concerning the unknown stratum means. He presented an 
algorithm to find the allocation that minimizes the posterior 
variance of the population mean subject to an upper bound 
( A2 ) 
constraint on the overall sampling cost, 
Soland (1967) treat the case of multivariate strati-
fied sampling when there is prior information concerning 
the unknown stratum means of all the variates and he also 
discussed allocation problem proposed by Dalenius (1953) 
and formulate it as a non-linear programming problem and 
also formulated other multivariate stratified sampling 
problems that may be solved by non-linear programming. 
Ahsan and Khan (1977) formulate the problems of allo-
cation for a stratified sample survey in which P charac-
ters are defined on each element of the population. It 
is assumed that the prior information about the unknown 
within stratum means of P character is available in 
terms of a multivariate normal distribution with known 
parameters 
It is assumed that given y . , X. has a conditional 
k-variate normal distribution defined by the mean 
vector y. and the diagonal variance covariance matrix 
J 
2 
M., (j = l,...,P), whose diagonal elements are (^, . I n . , 
where n. .( < n.) are the number of individuals in 
ij - 1 
( A3 ) 
the kth stratum on which we have measured jth character-
istic 
The prior information about the y..'s is assumed 
to be available in terms of the k-variate normal distri-
bution of y.'s with mean vectors m.'s and non-singular 
J -J 
covariance matrices A.'s ( j=l,...,P). 
J ' 
k X k 
The posterior distribution of Y., given any strati-
fied sample n > o and observed X . , as kth variate 
- -J 
normal with mean vector m . where 
-J 
m . = [ X . W . + m . V . ] [ V . ] 
-J -J J -J J ^ J 
and 
V . 
J 
k X k 
-1 
W. + V. ] , W. = M 
k X k 
-1 
and 
V . 
J 
k X k 
A . 
J 
Let C. be the overhead cost of selecting an indi-
vidual from ith stratum for measurement and C. . be the 
ij 
cost of measuring jth charactertistic in the ith stratum 
Then the total cost is given by 
( A4 ) 
C = ^ c . n , + ^ ^ 
- • • i l l - 1 • • ^ 1 ] 1 J 
1 = 1 1 = 1 1 = 1 -" -^  
c . . n . . , ( 2 . 3 1 ) 
The p r o b l e m h e r e i s t o f i n d a s t r a t i f i e d s a m p l e n . . > o 
ij -
which minimizes (2.31) subject to the desired precisions 
assigned to the posterior variances of Y.'s. 
J 
Let W. be given upper limit for the posterior vaiance 
of Y.* Then the constraints of the problems are 
TT r,t 
o^. = P Vj P'- 1 Wj ( d = 1, . P) 
(where 't' stanyg for transpose) 
and n.. 2. o, (i = l,...,k; j = l,...,P) 
In case A is diagonal the problem becomes to find 
n. . > o which minimizes (2.31) such that 
ij -
o< 
k 
i = l 
p2 
(V.),, Hn^./^l.) 
< Wj,(j=l, P) 
where (V.)--. i = 1, .•.,!< are diagonal elements of V. 
J 11 ° J 
substituting 
( 45 ) 
U. . . = (V .) . . + n./ (5-7 . ,(i = l ,k, j = l,. . . ,P) 
or 3_j (U,, - (VJ,, ) ^.. ij J 11 
2 
ij 
the cost function (2.31) reduces to 
k k P 2 
-< c.n. + <, < i c . . U . . fT-
z: 1 1 ^ ^ ij ij "-I i j 
i=i i=i j=i 
and the constraints now become 
1 = 1 j = l -J 
.(2.32) 
k 
i = l 
p2 
i 
U. . 
ij 
< W . 
~ J 
and U. . > (V.). . . 
ij - J 11 
The last term in (2.32) is constant with respect to U. .. 
ij 
The total sample numbers from the strata do not enter the 
constraints and thus may be dropped from the constrained 
problem. 
Substituting of x for 
U 
(i=l,...,k,j=l,...,P) 
2 1J 
/r- (i = l , . . . ,k, j = l , . . . ,P) reduces 
and C . . for c . . '-' i j ij ij 
the problem into the followi.ng final form 
( 46 ) 
k P _ 
Minimize ^ ^ c. ./ x. . 
1=1 j=l 
...(2.33) 
Subject to i P^  X. . < w .(j = l , 
1 = 1 ^ -^  
,P) ...(2.34) 
and X . . < 
< ^ ' i i 
(i=l,...,k,j=l,...P) ...(2.35) 
Problem (2.33) to (2.35) is a non-linear programming pro-
blem in which constraints are linear and the objective 
function is convex for x. . > o. The solution can be 
obtained by using Kuhn and Tucker theory. The same proce-
dure was also developed by in Kokan and Khan (1967) by 
using some results in geometry of n dimensions. 
Ahsan (1978) presented another procedure for the 
problem in which solution is easily obtained. 
CHAPTER-III 
USE OF MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION 
IN CONSTRUCTING THE ESTIMATES 
( ^7 ) 
3.1 Introduction : 
Consider a finite population of size N we are 
interested in estimating -the population mean Y„ of a 
study variable Y, when information on an auxiliary varia-
ble X highly correlated with Y is readily available 
on all the units of the population. In sample surveys 
it is usual to.make use of auxiliary information to increase 
the precision of estimators. It is well known that ratio 
and regression type estimators could be used for increased 
efficiency. Generally, it is the information on just one 
auxiliary variate that is used for purpose of sample selection 
or estimation. Quite often we possess information on several 
variates and it may be considered important to/make use of 
the whole available information to improve the precision 
of at least some of the key items. 
Olkin (1958) in his paper concerned with the exten-
sion of ratio estimates to the case where multiauxiliary 
variables are used to increase precision. Rat. (1965) pro-
posed method of using inforamtion on several variates to 
achieve higher precision Mukherjee and Rao (1987) consider 
( A8 ) 
practical situation where information on two auxiliary 
variables related to the study variable is available at 
different levels and also study several estimators that 
arise naturally in this context and compare them under 
mean square error criterion and extend these results to 
the case when multiple auxiliary information is available 
3.2 Multivariate ratio estimate 
In sample surveys precision in estimating the unknown 
mean Y of a finite population may be increased by using 
an auxiliary information variable X, which is correlated 
with Y and whose mean X is known. Olkin (1958) concer-
ned the extension of ratio estimation to the case where 
multi-auxiliary variables are used to increase the preci-
sion. In this section Multi-variate ratio estimation pre-
/SenJteJL by Olkin (1958) has been discussed. 
In univariate case a simple random sample (x,,y,),..., 
(x ,y ) from a finite population (X, , Yi),..., (X„ , Yj^ ,) 
is observed. The mean X is known and Y is to be 
estimated. The estimator y = -i- x = r X is called 
ratio/for Y. In general y is biased, and for large n 
( 49 ) 
approximations for E(y) and V(y) are given by 
N-n Y 
E(y) = Y + --- — ( c^x - C.y ) 
N n 
V(y) = N-n Y__ (c + C - 2C ) 
XX jiy xy 
N n 
In the multivariate extension we have the following model 
population. 
Y. , . . . , Yj, , Y unknown 
X, ,,..., X, .,, X ^ o known, R, = Y/ X. 
'11 IN 
Xp , . . . , Xp , Xp j^  o known, Rp = Y/ X 
and (P+1) X (P + 1) covariance matrix,S. is knb'wn. The subs-
cripts . o, 1,..., P refer to Y, X-,,..., Xp respectively, 
e.g. p 2 is the correlation between Y and X.. Higher 
moments have supercripts referring to the variables and 
subscripts to the power e.g. 
M 
Lj 
12 (^ ik- ^i) ( Xj^- X )/ N 
( 50 ) 
M 
111 f ( \ - Y) ( ^ik- ^i)(^jk- ^-^z ^ 
IJ 
Finally S.j= MNl^^ (N-1) denotes the covariance and 
C^ = S./ X, the coefficient of variation. Further, we 
J- 1 1 
denote 
W 12 
iJ _ _ 
M .„ / X. X. 12 1 J 
A simple random sample (v., x..,..., x .) where i=l,2,...,n 
from the population is observed. The proposed ratio esti-
mate of Y is 
w^TiX, + ...+ w r X 1 1 1 p p p . . .(3.1) 
where w = (w,, w„ , . . . , w ), ^ w = 1 is a weighting i / p —^ 1 
function.and r. = y/ x.. 
1 1 
As in univariate case y is biased in general and large 
sample.approximation for the mean, variance and mean square 
error to 0(n ) is given. Because of the complicated form 
_2 
of the terms of 0(n ) and their dubious values only 
terms of 0(n ) will be considered. 
An optimal weight that minimizes the variance is-.also 
( 51 ) 
considered. From (3.1) 
E(^) = Y ^w^ E( rj R^) (3.2) 
— t 
V(y) = Y < w. w . Gov (r .r .) R-i R • ..(3.3) 
In order to obtain approximation for Er. and Gov (r.,r.). 
we employ the usual delta method. 
Let 
— — wb^  — _„ 
E(f) = Y + Y --^ + Y --- + 0(n ^ ) ..(3.4) 
Y2 
-3. V(y) = w ( A + - ) _w + 0(n ) 
n 
(3.5) 
where vector b = (bi,...,b ) and a = (a,,..., a ) 
— 1 p — ^ 1 ! . . , p' 
We further note that 
N-n 
b. = ( c? - p . c c. ) 
1 1 V O l O l ' 
N 
N-n ^ 
a . . 
i j N 
( c - p . c c . - p . c c . + p . . c . c . ) 
o v o l o 1 \02 0 J ^ i j 1 J 
(For above computations see Sukhatme (1954)) 
( 52 ) 
The criteria for optimality of the weight vector 
w = (w, , . . . , w ) with <w. = 1 is to minimize 1 p ^ 1 
\^\ 
V( y ). 
To obtain extremum, we make use of the generalized 
Cauchy inequality 
, -1 
(x. y)^ < (x Mx) (y M y) (3.6) 
where M is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The 
equality holds iff xM = 0y where 0 5^  o is a scalar 
Let £ = (1,...,1) and put x = w, y = e and 
M = A. Thus 
2 -1 
1 = (ye_) <^ (wAw^)(eA e^ ) 
equality achieve iff wA = 0e or w = 0e A .By restric 
tion we = 1 it follows that 
0 = 
(e A £) 
and hence the optimum w is given by 
-1 
e A 
,-1 
e A e 
(3.7) 
( 53 ) 
substituting this value of w in (3.4) and (3.5) 
E(y) Y + -
n 
e A ^ b 
e A e 
...(3.8) 
V(y) = — 
. .(3.9) 
n e A"^ e 
-1 The bias is eliminated/if e A _b = o ,this will hold if 
b = o i.e. 
: . = P . c 
1 vol O 
or Y = X . p . S / S. , 
1 \01 O' l' 
(i=l,2,...,P) 
which occurs when each regression taken individually passes 
through origin. The expression e A _b = o does not hold 
expect for some special cases. 
3.3 Multivariate regression estimate 
Raj (1965) gave the expansions for the variance and 
unbiased estimator of the ratio estimate in the case of 
multistage design where sample of the first stage units is 
selected with PPS. 
( 54 ) 
Let , there be P variates x,, x„,...,Xp for which 
the information is available on each unit in the population 
of size N. Let K. be good estimate of R. and R. denotes 
X ° 1 1 
the ratio of y on x.. Then we use the following weighted 
difference estimator -^o-c Q~i>X.^rr\ciXkr\<y from a simple random 
sample of size n the mean value of M of the character Y 
has been given by Raj(1965). 
M 
i = l 
w. t . 1 1 . . .(3.10) 
where 
ti = y - K. ( X. - X. ) . . .(3.11) 
and y , x. are the sample means of y and x. respec-
tively and w. (i = 1,...,P) are weights adding to unity, 
The estimator M is unbiased estimate of M. 
E(M) = E ( ^ ^i ^i ) 
i = l 
= E( ^ w. (Y - K. (x. - X. ) 
1=1 1 1 ^ 1 1 
E(M) = ^ w E(Y) - ^ K.w. E(7. - X 
i=l ^ i=l 1 1 1 'i 
p 
i = l 
w. E(Y) - o 
E(Y) ^ w 
i = l "• 
= E(Y) ^  
i = l 
w. = P 
1 
M, because we are using SRS 
We have 
Variance of M = V(M) and V(M) is given by 
V(M) = V( 
i = l 
w. t. ) 
1 1 
( 55 ) 
E(M) = M unbiased estimator of M (3.12) 
i=l j=l 
w.w . Cov(t.t . ) 
1 J 1 J 
...(3.13) 
Define S.. as covariance between i and i. Let 
o, 1,..., P corresponds to the variail^ -i Y, X,,...,Xp 
respectively, we have 
:ov (t^,tj) = E ( ^ w^(Y - K.(x^ - X.) - M X 
£ w (T- K. (x.- X.) - M 
J J J J 
( 56 ) 
= E Y - £w.K. (x. - X. ) - M 
Y - ^ w .K . (x. - X. )- M 
On simplification, we get 
1 1 
Gov (t^,t ) = ( -
•^ n 
— ) a, ,, . . .(3.U) 
N ij 
where 
a.. = S - S , K . - K S.-K.K.S... ij oo ol 1 j oj 1 J ij 
From (3.13) and (3.14) we get 
V(M) = - ( 1 - - ) ^w.w.a. . 
n N J J 
1 n 
( 1 - - ) wAw^ 
n N 
(3.15) 
where A = (a..) and w' = (WT,...,W„) 1J — 1 P .(3.16) 
Applying same technique as used by Olkin (1958), we get 
the optimum weights as 
e A -1 
w = 
,-1 
e A e 
where A is igven in (3.16) and e' = (1,...,1) 
( 57 ) 
S u b s t i t u t e w f o r w i n ( 3 . 1 5 ) , we g e t 
V(M) = - - - ( > - = ) 
e A - 1 e A" 
, - 1 
e A e 
A ( 
e A ^ e 
( 1 - - ) / e A~^ e . 
CHAPTER-IV 
USE OF MULTI-AUXILIARY INFORMATION 
IN DOUBLE SAMPLING 
( 58 ) 
4.1 Introduction : 
Usually auxiliary information has been used to 
increase the precision of the estimates. Several auxi-
liary variates are available or can be made available with 
a little extra cost and the survey statistician can uti-
lise it with advantage to increase the precision of his 
estimates . 
Olkin (1958) has made used multivariate auxiliary 
information to construct ratio estimators in case of SRS 
He shows that the inclusion of auxiliary variates never 
decreases the precision of an estimate 
Des Raj (1965) has used multivariate auxiliary infor-
mation in constructing different estimators. These results 
have been extended to double sampling and sampling on two 
occasions 
Khan and Tripathi (1967) discussed the multivariate 
ratio and regression estimators in double sampling utili-
sing the information on several auxiliary variates. We 
will discuss the approach of Khan and Tripathi (1967) 
in this chapter. 
( 59 ) 
4.2 Multivariate Regression Estimate 
Let P auxiliary characters (X,,..., Xp) be measured 
on each individual of the first phase sample of size n'. 
The estimation variable y is then observed an units 
of the second phase sample of size n. 
Let y, X. (i = 1,..., P) denote the sample means of 
character y and x. obtained from the second sample x. 
of those obtained from the first sample. Capital value 
denote the population. From the standard regression theory 
in which y is of the form of 
. &' y. = Y P' (Xj - X ) . e. .(A.l) 
where E(e.) = o and the variance of e in arrays in 
J 
2 
which X is fixed, is constant and equal to S. 
The linear estimate of Y is defined by 
y = y + ^' ( 2i 
Im 
X ) .(4.2) 
where ^' = ( b. , . . . , b ) is the least squares regression 
es timate of P^ ' . The error of the estimate is 
( 60 ) 
y - Y = ( ^ 
Im 
P )'( y _ X ) + P ' (x_ - X)+ e_ 
..(4.3) 
on taking expectation we conclude that y, is an 
° ^ •' Im 
unbiased estimate of Y. The conditional variance of y 
keeping x_ fixed is 
Im 
— * _ 
-1 
* _ 
V^CY].^) = ( x - 2 i ) ' A ( x - 2 i ) S ; 
+ ^ ' ( 2L*- X ) ( x""- X )'£ + S^/n, 
...(4.4) 
where 
A = [ 
i = l 
( Xj- X ) ( xj - X )• ] 
Assuming £ ^° have a multivariate normal distribution 
and the second sample to be a subsample from the first, 
then the average value of variance in (4.4) is given by 
^<^lm> = K {'/„ ^ (I'n- !/„•> (P/(„-p-2)'j* 
where R (1,2, o 
S^ R2 (1,2,...,P) 
, ...(4.5) 
n' 
.,p) is multiple correlation coefficient 
( 61 ) 
between y and (x,,...,x ). 
To obtain the estimate of variance we use the fact 
that 
S = ,^ 1 5 (y, -y ) - b' ( X, - X ) f /, , , y,x k = l I ^ •'k ' ' — ^ -k — ' S /(n-p-1) 
is an unbiased estimate of 
S = S ( 1 - R^,, ^ s) 
e y o(l,2,,..,p) 
Thus an unbiased estimate of V(y^ ) is given by 
^(^im) = ^.x^l/n -^  (1/n " l/n')^"-?-^) ^' \ 
+ 1/ , ( s^ - s^ ) 
n y y. X ' 
2 2 
where s is an unbiased estimate of S. 
y y 
4.3 Effect of inclusion of some extra auxiliary variates 
Case 1 : Let the cost of enumerating some extra (q-p) 
variates be negligible where q > p. If we assume that n 
is suffciently larger than P and the terms of 0(1/ „) 
n 
are neglected we obtain 
( 62 ) 
^(>^1./P) = sl (1- R^  )/ + y op^ n S2 R2 , , y op/n (A.6) 
(similar expression can be writen for V(-y- ) , where 
Im/q 
for convenience, we have written R for R (l,X,...,p) p^_ 
Since R > R for (q > p) and n' > n, it may be easily 
O q — op v - i r / J- J 
verified that variance of the estimate based on q variates 
is always smaller or at most equal to that based on P varia-
tes. Thus use of extra auxiliary variates is always advan-
tages 
Case II : Let c' be per unit cost of measuring P auxi-p t-
liary characters in the first sample and c per unit cost 
of observing the character y in the second sample. Then 
the total cost will be of the form 
C = n' c' + n c 
P o 
(4.7) 
optimizing the values of n and n' we obtain from 
(A.6) and (4.7) 
V (J^ JP) = S^  [ J(1^R^ ) N/C +R T C ' ] / C. ...(4.8) 
Opt^^lml y^NJ^ op O O p ^ p - " / ^ 
In the case of independent samples C in (4.8) will be 
( 63 ) 
replaced by C , , the per unit cost of measuring x's 
and y in the second sample. 
It may be easily proved that the inclusion of (q-p) 
extra auxiliary variates will increase the precision of 
the estimator if, 
-^- ) - (R / R J / ( < / c. ) < [/(i-R' ) op oq P o op 
.(4.9) 
is satisfied, which is a condition between multiple corre-
lation coefficients and relative costs. 
Thus-the double sampling with multivariate auxi-
liary information will be profitable as compared with, 
simple random sampling without using any auxiliary infor-
mation if 
R^ > A c c' / ( c + c' ) 
op — o p ^ o p ^ 
4.4 Multivariate ratio estimate 
We defined the estimate of Y by 
( 64 ) 
rm 
P _ _ - ^ 
m . ( y / X . ) X . (4.10) 
i = l 
where m.( i=l,...,p) are weights to be determined such 
that 
i = l 
m. = 1 and V(y ) is minimized. 1 rm 
If two samples are drawn independently it may be seen 
that when ( X.- T.) 
^ 1 1 < 1 , 
Bias = E(y_) - Y + (1/^ - 1/j^ ) ^^ (m^/ X^ ) 
rm i = l 
[ R. S^. - p . Sy S . ] 
1 XI ICOI XI 
. .(4.11) 
I 2 
neglecting terms of order /n and higher and 
P P 
V( y ) = (!/) ^ -^ m. m . a. . 
'•"' " i = l jWl ^ J J^ 
(4.12) 
where 
a.. = (l-n/^,) :^S^ - R, S .- R. S .+ R..R.S..2. ij ^ X y 1 01 J oj 1 J ij J 
+ (n/ ,- n/,,) R. R . S. . 
n' ' N^ 1 J ij 
It may well be true in practice . that bias in y as given J r -^  rm ^ 
( 65 ) 
by (4,11), becomes relatively large as P increases. The 
approximate bias will be zero when for each i we have 
^o: 
= ( S . / X, ) / (S,,/ Y ) 
XI 
that is, the regression between y and x. is linear 
passing through the origin. 
If the second sample is a subsample from the first 
then assuming 
we have 
S,x. I < 1 , where ^x.=( x.- X)/ X. 
' ^ 1 1 1 1 1 
Bias = E(y )- Y = (1/ - 1/ ,) ^ (W./X.) 
r m ^ n n f^, i i 
1 = 1 
iRiS^.+ p . S S ? + 0(n~^) \ XI \ o \ y x. 7 - ^  ' 
where 0 • is the correlation between y and x. 
t^oi 1 
The variance in this case is again given by (4.12) 
where a. . is replaced by b. . given by 
h r ('-"/N) S2 .(l-n/^,)^R. R. S. 
:• S . - R q 1 
.(4.14) 
( 66 ) 
The expression for the variance in (A.12) is of the same 
form as that for a multivariate estimator is single sampling 
When second sample is a subsample of the first, the opti-
mum weight function is given by 
m = e B W ( e B ^ e ' ) . . .(4.15) 
where jn = (m,,...,m ), e = (1,...,1) and B =(b..). 
The optimum variance is 
V ^ (y ) = 1/ (e B ^ e') 
opt •' rm n (4.16) 
4.5 Comparision of the ratio and the regression 
estimator 
Ignoring fpc and following notations, 
C^ = S^ / Y , S. ./ X X . 
y y ij 1 J 
t . c. c . 
-2 ^ b. . in (4.14) may be written as Y b. . givin; 
V(y^ _^  )= — Y^ m B'^ m', B = (b^j) (4.17) 
where 
\ f C2 .(l-n/n')( eijC.C.- f^.C^C.- ^.C^C.) 
( 67 ) 
Assuming n to be sufficiently large than P and the terms 
of order 1/ 2 to be neglected, from (4.5), the variance 
n 
of the regression estimator may be written as 
^(^im) = S? ( 1 - R^)/ + R^ S^/ n' y n y . .(4.18) 
where we have written R for R (1—P). It seems diffi-
o 
cult to compare V(y ) and V(y- ). Here the comparision 
r m im 
has been made for a particular case of uniform weighting 
of the ratio estimator where 
^i = ^' ^oi = fo- ^ij = (^  ^ j)(i.j = l,....p) 
...(4.19) 
giving 
Y2 
V(y^^)= — [ P Cj +(l-n/n') Sc^d- ) + p(tC' 
np ^ ^ 
-2 Co S C )} 1 ..(4.20) 
Under the conditions mentioned above 
R^ = P ^ o / ^^ + ^P-^^ ^  ) 
giving 
( 68 ) 
V(y^J - -I ^1 -
2/5 
l + ( p - l ) ^ 
+ _£._ 
2 
i + ( p - i ) e 
...(4.21) 
Now it can be easily shown that VTyfl ) < V(y ) if 
eoS /( ) - c /c )C > o 
l + ( p - l ) p ^ 
which is always true. Thus the.regression estimator yn 
is more precise than the ratio estimator y under the 
•' rm 
conditions stated above. 
4.6 Sampling on more than two occasions : 
The general problem of replacement has been studied 
by Yates (1960) and Patterson (1950), with respect to both 
current estimates and estimates of change. When there are 
more than two occasions, the opportunities for a flexible 
use of the data are increased. Cochran (1963) gave the 
theory of sampling on many ..occasions. We will first summa-
rize the same, and then extend it for multivariate case. 
Let us suppose that the size n of the sample is 
same for all occasions. Let the simple random sampling 
be used and population variance be s of y. same for 
( 69 ) 
all occasions, y. is the estimation variable 
•' 1 
Notations : 
y, = mean of the unmatched portion on occasion h 
•' hu ^ 
y, = mean of the matched portion on occasion h 
nm 
y =. mean of. the. whole„samfile on occasion, hi. . 
On occasion h we may have some units of the sample that 
are matched with occasion h-l,some units are matching with 
both (h-l)th and (h-2)th occasions and so on. 
The two possible estimates are for unmatched, 
", , = y, and for matched y = y*. + b(y — y 
hu •'hu •'. , •'hYn u- T u 1 
hm ' h-I h-1,1 
The variance of unmatched is given by 
V( y ) = — 
hu' u 
(A.22) 
because simple random sampling is used 
Again the variance of matched portion can be obtained 
by using the following theorem of double sampling 
( 70 ) 
Theorem : If the first sample is of size n', the second 
sample is of size n and 1/n is negligible, the variance 
of the regression estimate in double sampling is given 
approximately by : 
s2(l-^2) 
V (y ) 
Ir 
^2 2 
2^2 In our present problem m crossponds to n and P S /n' 
corresponds to ^ V(y _ • • ) , and S 2 = s . 
Thus we get 
^(yhm> = 
s2( 1- e^) V — V(y • ) 
h-1 
(4.23) 
Let m, and u, are numbers of matched and unmatched h h 
units respectively. Our problem is to determine the opti-
t 
mum values of m, and u, , which minimize variance of y • 
For this we first work out the variance of T*. . 
h 
From equation (4.22), we have 
'hu 
^(y'hu) 
( 71 ) 
From equation (4.23), we have 
'hu 
(A.24) 
V(y\^) S^d- e^)/m + C^V(y'^_p 
The best estimate of y , is 
y'h = K ^hu ^^'-K^ y hm (4.25) 
where 
'hu 
(^ u + W, ) 
hu hm 
and 
(4.26) 
(^ ^ h ) = '^ K h^u -^  ( l A ) y; ) 
hm 
(4.27) 
putting the value of 0. from (4.26) in (4.27) and 
simplifying, we get 
V (y , ) = 
w, + w, hu hm 
.(4.28) 
where g, denotes ratio of the variance of the hth 
occasion to that on the first".occasion. 
V ( y , ) 
( 72 ) 
. . 4 . 2 9 ) 
-we^get 
v C y ^ ) (w, +w, ) hu hm 
"h ^ 
(1- e') . 6 h - i 
n. 
. . ( 4 . 3 0 ) 
where g^_^ = ^'^^h-O^ ^^^n^ ^^ definition (4.29). But 
m, + u, = n i.e. u, = n - m, . h n h h 
Substituting this value of u, in (4.3o), we have 
(n-nij^) + 
(1- e') .^8'h-l 
= f(m.) (say) ..(4.31) 
Cochran (1963) used the method of calculus for maximizing 
(4.31) which is equivalent to that of minimizing V(y' ) 
2 because s is constant. 
Differentiating (4.31) w.r.t. m, and equating to 
zero, we get 
/T7 
'h-rl ( 1 + A ^ 
. .(4.32) 
Now we will extend the above results for multivariate case 
Let there are P characters to be estimated. The corre-
lation coefficient between matched portion of ith character 
(i =l,...,p) on hth and (h-l)th occasions. 
We can set our problem as 
to find m, which minimizes V(y' ) such that 
v( y^i ) 1 v^, i =1,.., p 
where V.'s are called the upper confidence bounds of 
v( y^,)s. 
In other/word we have to select m. such that 
2 
v( y', ) 
is maximized 
Subject to constraints : 
' ' ( ' ' h i > 
> v., i-1., 
( 74 ) 
and the restriction 
u. + m, = n, 
n n 
Now we have to show that the objective function is concave 
I.e. 
h^' 
^ml 
f (m^) < o 
« < % ' (n- m^) + 
1 n2 2 
-+ 
= n- m, ....+ 
n 
a + b 
wher e a and b are po s i t i v e c o n s t r a i n t s such that 
= 1 - 5 ^ and b = 
'h-1 
Again 
1 a 1 
f(mj^) = n- m^+ — - - ( ) 
b b , , 
a + b 
Thus 
2 - 2ab 
'dlm^ 
fCn,^) = 
(a+ b ) 
< 0 
S^  
==^ 
v(yi ) 
IS concave 
The above problem can be solved by method of feasible 
directions. 
CHAPTER-V 
STRATIFIED SAMPLING WITH MANY 
ESTIMATION VARIABLES 
5 , 1 jntroduction : 
The problem of optimum stratification in multivariate 
surveys is that of cutting the strata boundaries so that 
the variance of the most important estimate is minimized 
while the other estimates do not cross the lower limits 
fixed for their precisions. Since prior to the survey, the 
estimation variables are unknown, the stratification is 
being done by choosing the boundaries for an auxiliary Va^i'^'C,? 
which is closely related to the estimation variables. The 
auxiliary variables thus choosen will have a joint distri-
bution with each of the estimation variables. Block (1958) 
has considered the problem, when the single estimation 
variable in the survey.has a joint lognormal distribution 
with the auxiliary variable. Tn the following we consider 
the situation involving several estimation variables each 
having a joint distribution with the estimation variables 
and formulated the problem as a non-linear programming 
problem. 
5 . 2 Formulation of the problem : 
Consi.der P+1 estimation variables yi,v^,...,v 
M ' •' 2 ' ' ^  p + i 
( 77 ) 
and an auxiliary variable x, known as stratification 
variable, we have to divide the population into L strata 
so that the stratified sample, thus obtained gives the 
required optimum results. Assuming that each y.(j=l,.., 
p+1) has, with x, a bivariate distribution with probabi-
lity density function j-(x , y .) . For a sample of size n 
taken according to Neyman allocation from a stratified 
population, the variance of the sample mean is given by 
V(x.y ) = - ( ^ P^j s ) ...(5.1) 
•J n h = l -^  -^ 
where x is a vector.of population partition with ^•' f%$- , 
N ^''^i. 
components x , x,,...,x , such that DJ'/6J2_ '\ 
? 
a = x < x,< Xo <x = b ^ ,f^..y(5.2) -/,,-'' 
o — i — / • "• n 
2 
a and b are known constraints, s, . is the variance of 
nj 
the jth estimation variable in the hth stratum and 
[ c f ( x , y ) d y - d x 
Phj - ^ \ J J 4 J 
It is assumed that the (p+l)th estimation variable is the 
most important one of the survey. Our problem consists:.in 
( 78 ) 
finding a cut x =(x , x,,.,., x ) which minimize the 
variance V(x, y ,) of (p+l)th estimation variable. 
Under the constraints 
i( p, . s, .) < b . , 1 = 1 , (5.3) 
h = l 
and the restrictions (5.2), where b., j=l,...,p, are the 
specified upper limits upon the variance of y., j=l,..,p 
Since p, . and s, . are positive, the minimization 
'^ hj hj 
of 
V(>=,y„,i) = i ( 
n h = l 
Pj^ (p + 1) s^(p + l)) 
Thus the problem of stratification can now be stated 
as the following non-linear programming problem. 
M inimize 0 (x,y .) .(a) 
Subject to 0(x,y ) _< V ,j = l. (b) V ...(5.4) 
and a = x < x , < X o < 
o — 1 — 2 — 
._< X, = b ...(c) 
where V •; = y n b., j = 1, 1, ...,p and 
L 
0 (x,y.) = ^ p s, . , j = l ,2, . . . , p + 1. 
J h = l '^J ^J 
( 79 ) 
It can be seen that 
x^ ac h '^ h «^ 
0(x.yj.) = :^ [ j |f(x,y^.)dx dj J r y2 
''h-l ^ - 1 -•" 
OO 2 1/2 
f(x,y) dx dj- [ ( / y f ( x , y ) d x d j ] ] 
...(5.5) 
^ - 1 -'" 
When the distribution of (x,y.), j=l...'.p+l, is bivariate 
normal, the function 0(x,y.) can be expressed as (Khan 
(1968)) 
0(x,yj) = 
L ^h -u^/2 
^ [ 5 e 
^ = 1 '^h-l 
lu [ (s2(l-r2)+ u^) ( 
'h-1 
2 /o u, 2 /o u, 
-u /2 2 2 h 2 ""^  /2 .h 
! du+ r. s. ( u e du+ 2u.r.s. 1 
"h-1 "h-1 
2/0 u /2 
u e 
h 
du 1 . - fr .s . p - uV2 
e du+ u . \ 
u, 
h-1 
2/0 o 1/2 
-u /2 , ,2 , 
e du J J 
h-1 
(5.6) 
X- u 
where u = , u and u . are the population 
x J ^ ^ 
means of x and y. , j=l,...,p+l respectively, r. is 
the coefficient of correlation between x and y . , j = l, . . ,p + 1, 
( 80 ) 
and 2 2 s. and s. are variance of x and y.,i=l,2..,p+l 
X J J J > J » > P 
Similarly, when x and y. have a bivariate lognormal 
distribution 0(x,y.) can be expressed as (Block (1958)). 
0(x,yj) = e J -^  
/oi. \2 T 2 q,-2r.s. 
(2h, + s,) L s qj^ ^h J J 
Z. ^ ( g(u)du J g(u)du 
h = l 3 Q u i - 2 r .s . 
( j 
q, -r .8 . 
g(u)du)^ ) 
1/2 
q, 1 -r .s . h-1 J J 
..(5.7) 
'here g(u) is the standard normal density, and 
(log x^-h^) 
, h = o , 1 , . . . , L (5.8) 
when x and y. has a bivariate Pareto distribution, 
f(x,y.) has the form given below: 
p+1 p+2 
f(x,y.) = p(p+l)(ab) / (bx+ ay )-ab) 
X > a > o 
y •> b > o 
= o x_<a.,. y . £ b, p > o , ...(5.9) 
where a, b and p are parameters of the distribution 
( 81 ) 
5.3 ^ggestions for the solution : 
Considering the above objective function 0(x,y.) and 
hence, also the constraints are not convex but they are 
smooth.If a suitable starting point is selected any algo-
rithm for convex programming may converge to the solution. 
However in this section another approximate method has been 
suggested. 
The function in the non-linear programming (5.4) are 
so complicated that it is hard even to test than for con-
vexity and much effort is required in obtaining as absolute 
minimum by using the existing non-linear programming 
techniques 
A quadratic function is easily tested for convexity. 
Further the.problem of minimizing a convex quadratic func-
tion with linear constraints are easily solved by existing 
convergent methods for quadratic programming (Kunzi and 
Krelle (1962)). Also convergent algorithms are minimizing 
concave function with linear constraints (Tui (1964), 
Zwart (1974)) 
( 82 ) 
A computational procedure for solving a non-linear 
programming problem by approximating its objective 
function by a quadratic function is discussed by Ahsan 
(1978b). The proc-edure used is that of 'Convex Chebyshev 
approximation' (Zukhovisky and Avdeyeva (1966)), with works 
well if the function to be approximated is smooth. The 
non-linearities in the constraints of^ the problem can 
be,linearised by using the method devised byMiller (1963). 
If the approximated quadratic function turns out to be 
convex and the constraints of the problem are linear func-
tions, then one can..approximate . the ..solution 'to the non-
linear programming problem (5.4) by solving a quadratic 
programme. The computational experience suggests that 
a suitable choice of the starting point in the procedure 
may produce the desired convexity (or concavity) proper-
ties in the approximated quadratic function. Ahsan (1978b) 
also solve a numerical example to illustrate the details 
of the procedure. 
5.4 Optimum allocation with several estimation variables 
The problem of allocating the sampling units to 
( 83 ) 
different strata so as to attain the desired precision 
for all the characters with minimum cost reduces to con-
vex programming with linear constraints (Kokan and Khan 
(1967). In multivariate surveys where cost is fixed one 
would..try to maximize the precision. However, an allocation 
advantageous to one character may produce unhappy results 
for the others. A unique objective function can be defined 
when a precise weight is known for each character in the 
survey [ Roy 1971 ]. In the absence of the prior knowledge 
of relative weights a STEP method has been developed for 
linear programming with multiple objective functions. In 
thi^ fj section, we discuss the method developed by Khan and 
Islam (1980) for the problem of allocating sampling units 
to different strata in multivariate stratified random 
sa-mpling with fixed budget and in which objectives are 
convex functions. 
Assume that the strata boundaries are fixed in advance 
and the samples,are choosen independently in the different 
strata and without replacement. 
Let there be P characters under study and k different 
( 84 ) 
strata. N. be the size of ith stratum and n. the sample 
sijze from ith stratum. The sampling variance of an un-
biased estimate of the mean of the jth character has the 
V .v = 
J 
1 
i^I 
1 1 
n . 
1 
N. 
1 
•) V. ., j 6 J (5.10) 
where n. are sample numbers, N. the strata sizes and 
V.. are known constants. If c is available budget and c. 
is the enumeration cost per individual in the ith stratum 
The cost of the survey assumed to be linear. 
The problem is to minimizes (5.10) 
Subject to 
i fe I 
c . n . < c 
1 1 — 
(5.11) 
and 1 < n. < N. (i ^J) 
— 1 — 1 ' 
(5.12) 
Since N. are given and fixed, the problem is equivalent 
to minimizing 
Mi n Vj = ^ (V,7„ ). i ^ 
1 fer I -^  1 
. . .(5.13) 
in the feasible region defined by the constraints in (5.11) 
and (5.12) 
( 85 ) 
Solution for diferent characters they compute the 
values of the variances of different characters when an 
optimum allocation subject to one character is used 
i ' i ' i ' i ' i ' 
Let n-^  = (nj' , n^ , . . , nj^  ) minimize V-^  subject 
to (5.11) and (5.12). It has been shown by [ Khan.S 1971 ] 
that explicit expression for the solution minimizing (5.10) 
subject to (5.11) is given by 
nT^' = y(c.v. .) c/ "^ y( c . v . . , ) , i €: 
(5.U) 
_, j' satisfies condition (2.37) then we have 
nJ 
1 
n . • 
1 
i ^ I 
after,fixing n. for i ^ I , + In the optimal solution 
to the problem (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) is given by 
1 ij t ei, ^ t ^ i ^ "/ tfei ^ J^ 
for i ^  I- I^ - I, 
...(5.15) 
we repeat.the process untill (5.12) hold for all i ^ I . 
( 86 ) 
In this way allocation to different character can be 
obtain, these allocation may be non-integral 
An ideal solution would have been the one at which 
V,- = m."Tj ^ J. But such a solution is most.likely not 
^ J 
feasible. Our next effort is to obtain a feasible point 
at a minimax distance to the ideal solution. A compromi-i 
sing solution will be Chebyshev point. To this end , the 
following convex programming problem has to be solved. 
Minimize W 
Subject to vJ(n) - m. _< W, j £ J 
^ c . n . < c 
1 fc I 
(5.16) 
1 < n. < N . , i ^  I 
— 3 — 1 
This problem reduces to the following convenient form 
1 
by putting n^ = and W = x^ ^^ ^^  
Minimize X 
k + 1 
Subject to ^ v.. x . - m . < X, , , j ^ J 
^ c./ X. <_ c ..(5.17) 
(1/N.) 1 ^i 1 1' i ^ I 
( 87 ) 
The minimum of x, , is obvioiusly greater than zero. 
k + 1 ^ * 
Our problem is such that for x, , = o the points in the 
^ k + 1 
region defined by 
V . . X . < m . , i ^ J 
i ^ I ^J ^ - J 
(5.18) 
do not satisfy non-linear constraint. Our aim is to move 
the region defined by the linear constraints (5.18) through 
the changes in x , . such that these region just touches 
feasible region. 
For this purpose we solve the following problem [ for 
solution .method see Khan, S (1971) ]. 
Minimum c . / X . 
i^I ^ " 
(1) Subject to ^ v . . X. _< (m .+ x , -f, ) , j ^  J . . . . ( 5 . 1 9 ) 
and 1/j, ^ X. ^ 1 . i ^ I. 
where x , ., is same constant k + l 
If F - c ?^  o then^this implies that a feasible solution 
of the problem (5.17) is not attained for this value of 
X, , . So we put 
k + 1 ^ 
( 88 ) 
where ^ 
^ ( 1 ) . C ( l ) 
^k+1 ^ t' 
> o or < o according,as F -c > or 
°.> o 
(1) < o and then solve (5.19) with new value of x^ (• This 
IC "T" X 
A •.u (1) (i-1) C (i-1) process is continued with ^\.,\ = i^^  i + o 
<1) (i-1) 
where C = 2 ^ "^ untill, at rth step, say, the 
sign of ^o"^ changes for the first time. The process 
terminates when F -c is less than some pre-assigned 
small number. The values of n. are obtained by the trans-
1 
formation 
n . 
1 
1 
Note that the values of n. so obtained may be non-integral 
An exact compromise integers solution could be obtained by 
applying the branch and bound procedure [ See Salkin 
1975 ]. 
After the calculation, one compute the objective vec-
tor v-^ (jn) , j ^ J by substituting the compromise solution 
n_ obtained from (5.19). Then compare v^(ji) with m . V j ^J. 
If all v^(ji) are satisfying the improvements are not 
needed. If some of v^(ji) are satisfactory and other are 
( 89 ) 
not then a certain amount of decrease must be accepted 
from, .m . corresponding to the satisfactory V-^ (ri^ ) for 
allowing an improvement of the unsatisfactory ones in the 
next cycle.Let the index of the objective to be relaxed by 
j . Let A m j be amount of decrease accepted at the next 
cycle. We solve the following problem corresponding to 
(5.19) 
Minimum 
i^I 
c . /x . 
1 1 
Subject to 
i€: I 
V . . x . < m 
ij 1 -
(2) 
j+ '^ k + l . J'' J 
i 6 1 
** •* '*r (2) 
V..X. < ( m . - A n i - ) + x , .1 ij 1 - J J k + 1 
. . .(5.20) 
and 1/., < X. < 1, i ^ I . N . — 1 — ' 
The procedure used in (5.19) will also apply in (5.20) to 
solve the problem, 
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